
Maths Ideas for All…  

Maths can used wherever possible throughout the day. The following should be utilised to 

support maths: 

 Days of the week song and talking about the day 

 General counting e.g. counting how many bananas there are in the fruit box. 

 Counting songs, rote counting, counting on for example start at 3 count to 10. 

 Use of ordinal numbers e.g. “Sam line up first, Lilly line up second…” 

 Maths games such as track counting games 

 Noticing maths in the environment e.g. asking children what they notice about a 

tree. They may say it is tall, has circles on etc. 

 Incorporating maths in all daily routines  

 Talk about 1 more 1 less, - with fruit, toys leaves etc   

 Estimate groups of items 

 Learn through play – tea parties, train sets , cars,  favourite items  

 Number walks in the garden – find, give me -  treasure hunts   

 Make up Games with Dice (use a square box and make your own)  

 Maths can be included in  cookery  

 in the garden in planting seeds, finding leaves picking and planting bulbs etc 

 Playing with sand, water, playdough,    

 Building with bricks,   build dens  

 Jigsaws , threading , sorting household items like socks,  matching  

 Maths on play equipment – in, under. on, between, beside, behind  near, next to   

 Use language of size  

 Use language of capacity – empty, full 

 Use language of weight – heavy, light   

 Sequencing, repeating patterns with a variety of materials for example sock, shoe, 

sock, shoe, sock shoes etc this can be done with a range of items making patterns 

more complex. 

 

Online Activities 

Watch Number Blocks programmes on YouTube 

Watch and join in with Number songs / stories on YouTube  

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/  lovely Maths activity that can be done online  

Cbeebies has many lovely Maths activities  

Follow Mrs Underwood on Facebook has many photographs of lots of lovely play ideas.  
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